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What is User Generated Content (UGC)



Uses of UGC (especially social media)

ASSESS THE MOOD TAKE DECISIONS GAIN NEW INFORMATION 
(IN REAL TIME)



UGC is messy (especially on social media)

Hes no even scared of em anymore

Non standard grammar and spelling

Typos, grammatical mistakes

Use of #hashtags part of the text

Emoticons/emojis 

Code switching

Use of caps

No punctuation 



UGC …

Not easy to process

At times unreliable

Not always in a language we understand, 

... but too much to be translated manually (can it be 
translated automatically?)

Very often used to expresses sentiments, emotions, opinions



Machine translation

https://www.verdict.co.uk/ai-translation-nmt/
https://www.forbes.com/sites/bernardmarr/2018/08/24/will-machine-learning-ai-make-human-translators-an-endangered-species/
https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2019/feb/17/is-the-era-of-artificial-speech-translation-upon-us
https://www.cnet.com/news/social-media/metas-no-language-left-behind-ai-can-now-translate-200-languages/


MT and UGC

An increasing number 
of platforms offer 

users the option to 
translate content 

Some of them don’t 
even show users the 

source text

Great way to access 
information

Can introduce 
mistakes



Do we trust MT?



Do we trust MT?



Do we trust MT?



What kind of problems MT 
introduces when it translates 
UGC (especially when it comes 
to sentiments and emotions)



Can we translate emotions 
automatically?
We run a study to see what kind of errors Google translate makes when translating emotions in 
Tweets

Used datasets from SemEval tasks on emotion and aggression detection
◦ Source languages: English, Arabic and Spanish

◦ Target languages: English, Romanian, Arabic, Spanish and Portuguese

◦ Focused on joy, fear, aggression, and anger (from the annotated data)

We identified mismatches between the original emotion and of the translation

Manually analysed 4 x 400 translations with English as source and 2 x 1,500 with target English



Reasons for errors
We focused on six reasons for wrong translation of emotion: hashtags, non-standard 
orthography, idiomatic expressions, polysemy and grammar (mainly negation structures)

We annotated a maximum of 2 types of errors per tweet

At times the source and target were such a mess that it was difficult to decide on the error

Target languages like Romanian (61%) and Arabic (41%) have higher percentage of tweets with 
mistranslated emotions



Hashtags
Hashtags contain lots of important information, but it is unclear when they need to be translated or 
not

◦ EN: “Are u #depressed #hypo #manic #lonely #bored #nofriends #needfreinds #friend I feel chatty I wanna help ppl or 
just #makefriend 's #dm #moms”

◦ RO: “Sunteți #deprimat #hipo #maniac # singur #bored #nofriends #needfreinds #friend Mă simt vorbăreț Vreau să
ajut plpl sau doar #makefriend's #dm #moms”

◦ EN: It's lack of #faith that makes #people #afraid of #meeting #challenges  #MuhammadAli

◦ RO: Lipsa de # credință face ca # oamenii să se teamă de # întâlnire # provocări #MuhammadAli

◦ EN: #disappointed ES: #diseñado (designed)

It may be possible to normalise the hashtags, but which ones?



Slang and swear words are not translated correctly, usually meaning loss of emotion (usually 
aggression or anger)

Examples:
◦ “faggot” consistently mistranslated as “fagot” (bassoon) in Romanian

◦ “prick” consistently mistranslated as “Înțepătură”

◦ “Some people are shady a’f “ is translated as “Unii oameni sunt umbri”

Slang and dialectical expressions

Do we really have to translate UGC which is aggressive/abusive? In which contexts it is necessary to translate 
swear words?



Non-standard orthography
UGC uses creative abbreviations, unconventional orthography

◦ “watching sad bts video bc im sad. Iwannacryy“ is mistranslated to all target languages (Ro: “ma uit la 
un videoclip sad bts bc sunt trist. Iwannacryy”)

◦ Such words are usually out of vocabulary, so cannot be translated

A normalisation step may be able to help, but it can also lead to information loss

Some of the non-standard orthography gets corrected in the translation process
◦ “Hes no even scared of em anymore” → “Nici măcar nu se mai sperie de ei”



Idiomatic expressions/Polysemy/Negation
All these are problematic in any context, but Arabic dialectical negation causes more problems in 
our data

“just kidding, no I’m fine” → “Glumesc, nu sunt bine”

At times funny effects:
◦ “A trip to the dentist never gets easier” -> PT: “Uma ida ao dentista nunca foi tão fácil” (“A trip to the 

dentist has never been easier”)



Limitations

The annotation scheme needs to be revisited and made 
more consistent

It’s not always clear which is the main source of error

What we have now is very much a pilot, so it would be 
good to repeat the annotation

See how much we can use some automatic processing

A small scale experiment on Facebook comments lead to 
similar results



Sentiment 
preserving 

MT

How we can develop MT systems 
that preserve the sentiment of 
the source



Translation of book reviews from Arabic
Corpus of book reviews written in Arabic (both Modern Standard Arabic and Dialectical Arabic)

Scores assigned by the authors of reviews

Automatically translated about 13,000 sentence to English using Google Translate and used 
Microsoft Azure Text Analytics to determine their sentiment

Selected 1,000 sentences where the sentiment of the translation disagreed the original 
sentiment to analyse the reasons for errors

Saadany, H., & Orasan, C. (2020). Is it great or terrible? Preserving sentiment in neural machine translation of Arabic reviews. Proceedings of the Fifth Arabic Natural Language Processing 
Workshop, 24–37. https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/2020.wanlp-1.3/

https://www.aclweb.org/anthology/2020.wanlp-1.3/


Error classification

Type of 
error

Automatic translation Correct translation

Idiomatic The book of his blood is light The book is funny

Dialectical and I felt that it was a sweet
story

and I felt it was a silly story

Negation I admire that the protagonist of 
the novel is weak in character

I didn’t like that the protagonist of 
the novel has a weak character

Diacritic The envelope of what I read One of the most entertaining things I 
read

Contronyms Wonderful narration and rigid
style

Wonderful narration and excellent
style



NMT system for contronyms
We cannot address all the problems at once and probably each problem should be addressed 
using a different approach

We trained an NMT engine on a general corpus and tuned it on synthetic data to translate 
contronyms correctly

Prepared a dataset
◦ Automatically translated reviews from Goodreads from Arabic to English

◦ Manually corrected contronyms that were not correctly translated (but did not correct the rest of the 
sentence)

◦ Annotated each contronym with its polarity given the context



NMT system for contronyms (II)
We used OpenNMT

Three models tried:
◦ seq2seq model

◦ Transformer 1 (tagging with sentiment)

◦ Transformer 2 (tagging with sentiment and pretrained with a vector model created for contronyms)

Method BLEU F1 – correct polarity Sentence score 
distance

Seq2seq 33.9 0.55 0.24/0.44

Transformer 1 38.77 0.69 0.14/0.21

Transformer 2 37.14 0.81 0.06/0.14



NMT system for contronyms (III)
It is possible to develop MT systems that can address specific errors

But how does it affect the overall translation?

How our work applies to other language pairs (which language specific errors?)

How we can address several phenomena at once?



Semi-supervised approach for translation 
of dialectical Arabic
Dialectical Arabic is the cause of many error in translation of sentiment

Arabic UGC is written in a mixture of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and Dialectical Arabic (DA)

The two differ significantly in terms of lexis and grammar

There are no parallel corpora to train MT systems (the existing DA-EN are small clean manually built 
corpora)

We propose a semi-supervised method that uses:
◦ Large gold-standard MSA - EN corpora (~3m sentences, UN docs, TED talks)
◦ Gold standard DA – MAS (60k sentences, traveller’s guide)
◦ Gold standard DA – EN (90k sentences, traveller’s guide, subtitles, Wikipedia)
◦ Silver standard DA – MAS (166k, back translation UGC, with automatic corrections)
◦ Silver standard DA – EN (166k, automatic translation UGC, with automatic corrections)
◦ Monolingual DA data (166k UGC)

Saadany, H., Orasan, C., Mohamed, E. and Tantawy, A. (2022). A Semi-supervised Approach for a Better Translation of Sentiment in Dialectical Arabic UGT. Proceedings of the Seventh Arabic 
Natural Language Processing Workshop



1. DA Classifier: 92%

2. Create a cross-lingual LM 
based on (Lample and 
Conneau 2019):
• Masked Language Model 

(MLM): on source/monolingual 
gold standard

• Translation Language Model 
(TLM): on the parallel gold 
standard

3. Semi-supervised NMT: 
backtranslation and MT objectives

Shared vocabulary for all corpora 20k 



Evaluation results
Wanted to measure not only the quality of translation, but also the sentiment transfer

Evaluation on 3000 parallel sentences (test set) and a hand-crafted challenge set (180 
sentences)

Sentiment distance calculated based on the Sentiment Intensity Analyser provided by VADER

Human evaluation: scores 1-5 how well the sentiment from the source is preserved in target 



Final thoughts
Machine translation has improved dramatically in recent years and is used everywhere

Translation of user-generated content is here to stay

There is a whole range of challenges that need to be addressed in order to translate correctly 
sentiments and emotions

Identifying errors in MT output may be difficult because the output is so coherent (is there a way to 
flag errors to users … QE style?)

It is possible to develop methods that address specific phenomena, but how easy is to adapt them to 
other languages?

We need to have evaluation metrics that capture how well the sentiments/emotions are translated

Educate users of the limitations of translating UGC (related to the issue of MT literacy)

In many cases culture specific issues need to be considered when translating sentiments/emotions



Thank you for your 
attention!

The research presented here would have not been possible 
without the contribution of Hadeel Saadany, Rocio Caro 
Quintana, Felix do Carmo, Leonardo Zilio, Emad Mohamed, 
Ashraf Tantavy in some of the research presented here and 
hopefully future research.


